Brand
Re-Engineering™
The Wake-Up Call Your Brand Needs
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You’re doing all the hard stuff—you’ve survived the tough economic
crashes, and you’ve made the difficult decisions on staffing. You then did
what most dedicated companies do: you invested money and resources
to make what you do even better—new machinery, technology,
software, tooling, facility upgrades—and maybe you’ve even begun
your lean manufacturing journey. If you’re a service company, perhaps
you’ve overhauled your customer experience and updated your customer
relationship management systems. You believe your company is better
than ever, yet you’re not gaining the traction you expected. And soon you
may have a new product to launch that has to be successful.
Most companies are founded by people with one great passion. Usually a
manufacturing company is founded by engineers or manufacturing experts.
Aviation companies frequently are started by aviators. A motorcycle
company is typically led by a “gearhead” who loves to build bikes. And when
times get tough, those companies do what they do best: they make more
stuff. But making more stuff isn’t enough.

“If you think about it,
it’s crazy to launch a
new product without
also making sure
your brand benefits.”
Barry LaBov, CEO and Founder of LABOV
Barry LaBov, CEO and Founder
of LABOV

The Diagnosis.
These good companies have invested in their manufacturing, processes
and products but have ignored their brand, their message. Since their
brand signal is weak and doesn’t draw business to them, the company is
stuck with an image that is anemic. They often choose to maintain lower
margins to stay competitive. It actually costs them when their brand has
not differentiated them in the marketplace.
And to make it even more challenging, in most cases, they are launching
a new product within a short period of time, and the cry heard is, “We
can’t afford another failed launch.” Sad thing is, they will probably fail
again unless their brand is brought to life and that new product is truly
differentiated. “If you think about it, it’s crazy to launch a new product
without also making sure your brand benefits,” says Barry LaBov, CEO and
Founder of LABOV. “A new offering is not some stand-alone entity. It is part
of what you stand for. Why not launch both the product and your brand?
It saves money and it creates a springboard effect for your brand.”
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Great brand and product
launches happen here
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LABOV consults with three types
of companies in this situation:
The Best-Kept Secret.
ElDorado Mobility

Many companies boast they are the best-kept secret in their industry—
not something you should want, unless you’re a spy or secret agent.
These companies usually have small but steady market share and are
underachievers. Their creativity and engineering may be brilliant, but since
most people don’t know about them, their ideas are often copied by the
competition, who then benefit. This company thinks if you build it, customers
will come. “We knew we were the best-kept secret and actually built our
culture around that, only to find that to succeed, we needed the world
to know about us,” says Virgil Miller, former CEO, Newmar RV.

A respected but small player in its
industry, ElDorado Mobility committed to
revive the brand. Under then President
Matt Ford, aggressive goals were
established, including re-engineering the
brand. Partnering with LABOV, ElDorado
identified key differentiators that had not
been a focal point previously, including
their superior construction, warranty
and the extraordinary dedication their
employees have to their customers. That
“putting the customer at the center of
what we do” realization was reflected
in their new logo.

The Sleeping Giant.
Sleeping Giants are large companies with strong market share whose brands
have fallen asleep. They have the potential to dominate a market but are too
stuck in status quo. Their products look stale, even though in some cases
they are not at all. The perception is they are living in and off their past. This
company has to wake up and rally around why they are here and rekindle
their fire. This company is losing ground because of its slumber. Even though
they are large, their margins are smaller than if they had a brand that was
strong and relevant. “We were losing market share and I told LABOV, ‘Let’s
make history.’ We re-engineered our entire brand approach and exceeded
70% market share,” says Jonathan Randall, former Director, Sales
and Marketing, Freightliner Custom Chassis.

Heil Trailer International

The Me-too Company.

A century-old company, Heil Trailer
International had recently been acquired
and was facing the challenge of new,
aggressive competitors. A perennial
icon in its segments, Heil Trailer and its
President, Randall Swift, decided not to
rest on their laurels but rather to expand
their offerings worldwide and launch a
product in a new segment that had not
succeeded decades before. Heil Trailer
re-launched the product, gave its brand
a facelift, and invested in new facilities
and technology, increasing market
share worldwide.

There are many of these companies. They were never dominant; they
“draft” off the leaders in their segment. This company may survive for
decades but is always getting second-rate customers and dealers due to
their weak positioning. Truth is, many of these companies produce strong
products that could go head-to-head against the top guys IF there was
courage to do so. “We worked with a company that actually had the superior
product but sold it for 20% less because of their inferior self-image,” explains
Peter Piekarski, LABOV Technical Creative Lead. “This company has the
opportunity to be a real player if they engage.”

Invest.
This is not to imply that a new logo and a pretty website alone will make
the difference for the above three types of companies. It is clear that their
brands need to be re-engineered. Their technical strengths need to be
identified, analyzed and communicated so they can elevate their products
beyond being seen as commodities and realize the success they deserve.
According to McKinsey & Company, companies need to view their branding
and marketing as an investment, not a cost. Researching 140 leading B2B
and B2B2C global businesses, their findings were clear: Revenue growth at
companies with more advanced marketing and sales capabilities tended to be
30 percent greater than the average company within their sector.1

McKinsey & Company, Bart Delmulle, Brett Grehan, and Vikas Sagar.
“Building marketing and sales capabilities to beat the market.” March 2015.
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Value.
Many companies don’t take into account the value of their brand
since it isn’t a line item on their balance sheet. But if, for example, you
considered buying a technology company and did all the usual steps to
determine its value, would its value change if you learned the name of
that company was Apple® or Microsoft®? Or if you considered investing
in a motorcycle company, would its value change if you knew it was
Harley-Davidson®? Of course it would. That’s because their brands
have great value; they are more than bricks and mortar plus a multiple
of earnings. This is true for many companies, not just iconic
world-renowned brands.

The guys down the street.
When most companies finally realize they need help in marketing, they
usually turn to a local advertising shop and ask for a new logo and clever
slogan, maybe a website. Often this is a waste of time and resources
because the answer isn’t in producing “surface level” advertising. It’s like
repainting a car and hoping it will make the engine run better. The real need
is to discover the “why” behind what you do. You need to turn to experts
who will truly immerse themselves in the technical differentiation you
have. Whether it’s the way you engineer your product or the process you
use, your technical differences are at the heart of what makes you unique.
This is virtually never realized and it is perhaps the greatest opportunity
for a brand.

Capacity Trucks
For over 40 years, Capacity Trucks had
been known for their durable terminal
trucks, but had never been the segment
leader. After being acquired by Allied
Specialty Vehicles, then president of
Capacity Trucks, Scott Lord, was charged
with the goal of producing the best truck
in the segment overall—a Herculean task
that required a ground-up redesign and
complete factory renovation. As if that
weren’t enough, Capacity and partner
LABOV launched its C3 Program, Capacity
Customer Commitment, a totally new
approach to customer service. Both the
company and the product have earned
accolades from customers and the
industry alike.

LABOV Brand Re-Engineering™.
According to Barry LaBov, “Classic branding is
really two steps: brand assessment and image
creation (ads, website).” The problem is that
while those are important, there are several
things missing:
•	Discovering the technical advantages and
leveraging the brilliance of the company
•	Ensuring the business strategy is in concert
with the messaging
•	Ensuring the employees are onboard and
are ambassadors of the company before
launching to the world
If a company’s unique differentiators are not
the focus, the business strategy is ignored and
the employees are not engaged; a new logo
and website are of little value. This insight
led to the development of LABOV’s Brand
Re-Engineering™ process.

Capacity’s brand was re-engineered from the
inside out, including rebranding the entire office
and factory, which generated extraordinary
morale and employee engagement.
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To re-engineer a brand, it requires
no less than these five disciplines:

1. Brand
assessment

3. Business
strategy
alignment

2. Technical
immersion

4. Image
and identity
development

Fleetwood RV F-21
Fleetwood RV is one of the most
revered brands in the motorhome
industry. In an industry that boasts
its “old-world craftsmanship,” former
Fleetwood RV President John Draheim
tirelessly refused to let Fleetwood be
yet another company building RVs with
20th-century standards. Fleetwood’s
modern, automotive-style approach to
quality and precision inspired LABOV
to perform a Technical Immersion that
identified extraordinary differentiation
in their safety, quality control, materials
and engineering. This led to the creation
of the F-21 Advantage—Fleetwood’s
21st-century approach to manufacturing,
which became the rallying cry for training,
advertising and customer communication.
In a sea of old-world manufacturers,
Fleetwood RV stands apart.

5. Enterprise
engagement
(employee, sales
channel and customer)

“Local agency boutiques will usually provide only discipline #4,” states
LABOV Vice President Cathy Schannen. “Traditional full-service agencies
provide both #1 and #4. But it’s those other three steps that make all the
difference. Once the process is complete, 90% of the company’s branding
is set for years; it’s not something that changes.”

Technical Immersion.
The most significant step in LABOV Brand Re-Engineering™ is the Technical
Immersion. This is a step never taken by the local ad shop down the street,
because this isn’t where they live. Immersion is all about first learning the
beauty and brilliance of your product, processes, technology, machinery
and innovation. There is a beauty; there is a method to your madness and
a Technical Immersion will uncover it. The seemingly disparate efforts by
your company to buy a better laser, implement lean manufacturing, invest
in engineering software or create a proprietary CRM system are critical—
they are part of you and that means they are part of your brand. LABOV’s
technical team immerses themselves to discover the what and how but
most importantly why you are doing what you’re doing. “What’s amazing
is we will conduct an immersion and identify a half dozen tremendous
advantages a company has. We call them hidden innovations—sometimes
it’s a new technology or design, a unique material that’s being used; it
could even be a warranty no one else offers,” says Pete Piekarski, LABOV
Technical Creative Lead. “We then name the differentiators and create a
story around them. That story is part of why that brand is relevant and
why it is very possibly superior in its market.”

Materials
Technologies
Software
Expertise

Machinery

Innovation

Customization

Engineering

Research and Development

Technical Immersion Considerations
Technical Support

Design

Manufacturing

Safety

Facilities

Systems

Serviceability
Products
Processes

Warranties

Service Network

Testing/Validation
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One shade of orange.
Once a brand is truly solidified, LABOV creates guidelines that include
what exact colors are in your logo and what words can and cannot be
used. Sounds simple, but in eliminating the “free-range” advertising
that most companies practice, LABOV intensifies the value of a brand.
A client once told LABOV, “Now that we have branded ourselves,
we don’t fight over what shade of orange to use for our logo each
time we do an annual report.”

Inside out.
Other than possibly the Technical Immersion, the most critical step in the
LABOV Brand Re-Engineering™ process is Internal Marketing. “We guide
our clients that it’s not just about the message; it’s the order in which it
is conveyed to all audiences,” adds Tamzen Meyer, LABOV Brand Writer.
Michelle Betts, Director of Marketing & Business Development, Betts
Industries, states, “We shared our new branding with every employee,
every shift, from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m. It meant the world to them.”

Don’t wait for perfect.
Brands, just like people and products, are not perfect. Most companies are
tempted to wait until everything is perfect before they focus on their brand.
Big mistake. Too many opportunities are lost. LABOV launched a new truck
before the first one ever came off the manufacturing line. “By utilizing
digital renderings from CAD files, we were able to develop all the materials,
training, websites and collateral needed to launch,” explains Marcus
McMillen, LABOV Creative Director. “The first truck rolled off the line the
day before we revealed it to their dealership network.”

It’s more than a product.
It’s not just new products or engineering that can differentiate. One of
LABOV’s service sector clients has a unique workflow process they use
for their customer experience. LABOV identified, named and promoted it.
No competitor could claim this and it helped propel the client in their
industry. Look for what makes you unique—whether it is a process,
warranty or technology—and leverage it with your brand.

Betts Industries
A family business success story for over
a century, Betts Industries historically
focused on state-of-the-art manholes,
valves and lighting for the tank trailer
industry. However, there was a problem.
Over the decades, that message had
become lost. While Betts was clearly the
leader, it had newer competitors claiming
to be more advanced and a better value.
The challenge was to reinvigorate the
brand but at the same time adhere to the
company’s well-deserved legacy. From a
distance, Betts’ products looked the same
as they had 40 years ago, but nothing was
further from the truth. They had invested
resources and focused on constantly
evolving and improving the product.
LABOV identified what differentiated
Betts was its continual focus to “Do
What’s Best,” a slogan that not only fit
their product but also their family legacy
of integrity. The brand re-engineering and
new product launches, first to employees
and then to the world, have kickstarted
Betts and positioned them for even
greater success.

You may do the same
things your competitor
does, but the way you
do them is unique.
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Fun.
All this may sound like hard work, and it is, but it is also fun. It’s fun for the
executives to see a rebirth of their brand that is authentic, that plays to their
strengths. It’s fun for the employees to have a voice in where the company
is going and to be engaged. And it’s fun for the customer. Customers want
a brand to do well, they want to be with a winner, and they want to see and
feel your inspiration.

It’s not a coincidence.
There is a reason why a company does what they do for years, why they take
risks when others don’t, why they build the most durable product even when
they have no research to support doing it or why they spend lavishly to make
a product the safest possible. It’s who they are inside; it’s what they find
exciting and fulfilling. And, properly identified and communicated, it’s what
will bring them the success they truly deserve in the years to come.
Brand Re-Engineering™ plays to the strengths of what a company is all
about. One executive told us, “For the first time in 25 years, we know
who we are and why we do what we do. It was in front of us all along,
but we were too close to see it. It’s so simple and so inspiring.”
LABOV Brand Re-Engineering™ is all about revealing, revitalizing
and capitalizing on the greatness within a company. Learn more
at labov.com/brand-re-engineering-2/ or email LABOV at
letsjam@labov.com and begin the revitalization of your brand today.

Is Brand Re-Engineering™
Right for Your
Company?
If you’re concerned that your brand is losing or
has lost its value, your company might greatly
benefit from the LABOV Brand
Re-Engineering™ process.
If you answer yes to many of these questions,
you’re an ideal candidate:

	Are you an established, respected
manufacturer (perhaps under new
ownership/leadership)?
	Has your brand become lost? Are you
asking yourself, “Who are we going to
be when we grow up?”
	Are you launching a new product within
a year and can’t afford a launch that
falls short?
	Does your company have hidden
innovations—brilliant technology,
engineering, manufacturing or service
processes—that are not fully leveraged?
	Do you sell through a dealer/distributor
sales channel or reps?

labov.com/brand-re-engineering-2/
letsjam@labov.com
260-497-0111

	Are you a high-integrity company with
high-quality products, yet competitors
are threatening your position?
	Are your constituents (employees, sales
channel, customers) craving a more
energized vision for your company’s
future?
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